HELLA has been at the forefront of headlamp cleaning and windshield washer systems for more than 50 years. Today every second headlamp cleaning system is from HELLA.

According to the individual customer requirements HELLA is offering a wide range of products to complete your headlamp and windshield cleaning systems:

- Washer pumps
- Nozzle systems (also in the headlamp)
- Hose assemblies

The integration of HELLa’s cleaning components make a positive contribution to greater safety and increased driver comfort. Individual connection concepts and compact designs guarantee ease mounting into the cleaning system for cars and trucks. HELLA offers everything ranging from individual components to minutely matched complete systems and has worldwide development and manufacturing facilities.

ADVANTAGES

- HELLA is market leader for headlamp cleaning systems
- Flexible installation due to compact design
- High cleaning performance with minimal water consumption
Washer Pumps
→ For cleaning headlamps different pressure levels are available
→ For cleaning windshields or rear windows single or dual outlet pumps are available
→ High IP safety class
→ EMC according to customer request

Nozzle Systems
→ Integrated in the bumper or in the headlamp
→ Covering a wide range of applications
→ Compact design optimally matched components

Hose Assemblies
→ To connect the nozzles and pumps to distribute the water
→ Available in various materials and sizes